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TERMINATING TRASMUTATION: IS THERE AN ALTERNATIV
TO DIVORCE WHN ONE SPOUSE BECOMES INSOLVENT?
By Michael St. Jamesl

I. Introduction

Last year, the California Supreme Court held that divisions of community
propert, even if incorporated in an order of the dissolution court, were generally
subject to avoidance under the fraudulent transfer laws.2 Stickney v. IRS,3 a

recent decision by the United States District Court for the Northern Distrct of
California, represents the ffrst subsequent attempt to address the issue, essentially ,
as a question oflaw.

Although only the decision of a distrct judge, and hence of questionable
precedential effect,4 Stickney is worthy of consideration for at least three reasons.
law that
First, it represènts the natual extension of a recent trend in the decisional
defers to the interests of creditors at the expense of the rights of the nondebtor
spouse. Second, the analysis applied in Stickney has facial appeal and could

readily receive broad acceptance, especially from those who approach the issue
from the perspective of debtor/creditor law, although, as discussed below, it is
flawed and conflicts with the strcture of California's community propert laws
law. Finally, Stickney presents a far
aFld previously well established decisional

ranging analysis which, if generally adopted, would fundamentally and
substantially alter and reduce the alternatives available to mared people tring to
deal with one spouse's insolvency; it cannot prudently be ignored by anyone
practicing in the area.

i Mr. St. James has been Board Certified in Business Bankptcy by the American Board of
Certification and limits his practice to insolvency law as the principal of St. James Law, P.C. in
San Francisco, Californa.

2 Mejia v. Reed, 31 Cal. 4th 657, 669, 3 Cal. Rptr. 3d 390, 399 (Cal. 2003).

3 Stickney v. IR, 2004 WL 1152848,93 A.F.T.R. 2d 2004-2020 (N.D. Cal. 2004).

4 Note & Comment, Precedent and the Assertion of Bankrptcy Court Autonomy: Effcient or

Arrogant?, 12 BAN. DEV. J. 185 n.5 (1995) (collecting cases for the proposition that "many
bankptcy cours have asserted that they have sufficient decision makng autonomy to decline to
follow distrct court precedent"); Kathleen P. March & Rigoberto V. Obregon, Are BAP Decisions
Binding on Any Court?, 18 CAL. BAN. J. 189 (1990).
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To ilustrate the issue, take the hypothetical case in which a married
couple has accumulated $100,000 of community propert and one spouse (the

"debtor spouse") owes $100,000 or more to a third part creditor. Short of a
marital dissolution, does the nondebtor spouse have any available alternative to
preserve or recover hiss investment in the community property, or must it all be
given up to the creditor of the debtor spouse?6 Prior to Stickney, there was a
viable alternative: the spouses could enter into a transmutation agreement which
divided the $100,000 of community propert into $50,000 of separate propert
held by each spouse, after which the creditor would be entitled to seek recovery
only from the debtor spouse's $50,000.7 Stickney proposes to eliminate this
alternative.
II. Existing Law

Under California law, a marred couple is not required to acquire propert

as community propert, and if they chose not to do so, instead acquiring propert
as joint tenants, for example, each spouse's interest in the propert wil be treated
as his separate propert and wil be liable only for that spouse's debts. Likewise,

through transmutation agreements durng marriage and propert divisions in the
course of marital dissolutions, property which had originally been taken as
community propert can be divided into separate propert halves, again affording
one spouse's creditors access only to that spouse's propert interests. The Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeal has confired that the only role of the debtor/creditor
laws in such cases is to determine whether the division was, in fact, equal. These
well established legal principles are overtrned or ignored by Stickney.

5 In this aricle, all persons, including all spouses, are referred to as "he."

6 Community propert is liable for all debts of each spouse. CAL. FAM. CODE § 910; Lezine v.
Sec. Pac. Fin. Serv., Inc., 14 Cal. 4th 56, 64, 58 Cal. Rptr. 2d 76 (Cal. 1996) ("Thus, the liability

of community propert is not limited to debts incurred for the benefit of the community, but
extends to debts incurred by one spouse alone exclusively for his or her own personal benefit.").
7 CAL. F AM. CODE § 913(b)(1) provides "The separate propert of a marred person is not liable

for a debt incurred by the person's spouse before or during marrage."
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Married couples have

'a legal right to hold property as community

propert, tenants in common8 or in joint tenancy.9 At least as against third part
creditors,10 propert taken1l in joint tenancy will be treated as separate propert,

each spouse holding an undivided half interest with a right of surivorship,12
Instead of permtting creditors of one spouse access to all of the propert acquired

during the marriage, as would be the case with community propert, those
creditors wil ordinarily have access to less than half the equity in the joint
tenancy propert.

13 This result - shielding from the creditors of a debtor spouse at

8 For convenience, this article wil talk only in terms of "joint tenancy," although the discussion
applies equally to tenancy in common: both create undivided half interests in assets as the separate
propert of each of the spouses, and hence avoid subjecting the interest of the nondebtor spouse to

the creditor claims of the debtor spouse. The only distinction between joint tenancy and tenancy'

in common, which is significant for the purpose of this article, is the reduced access to joint
tenancy propert faced by the creditors of one spouse, discussed infra in note 13.
9 CAL. FAM. CODE § 750 ("A husband and wife may hold propert as joint tenants or tenants in

common, or as community propert. . . .").
10 In the context of a marital dissolution, propert acquired during a marrage is presumptively

community propert even if held in joint tenancy; CAL. F AM. CODE § 2851; but this presumption
applies only in the context of a marital dissolution; In re Rhoads, 130 B.R. 565, 567 (Bank. C.D.

CaL. 1991). Outside of the marital dissolution context - that is, in the transmutation context
discussed in this article - propert is held either as community propert (entirely subject to the
claims of creditors of either spouse) or in joint tenancy (as equal separate propert interests of
eflch spouse, and hence a spouse's creditor can assert a claim against only that spouse's separate
propert interest). Outside of the marital dissolution context, there is "a rebuttable presumption

that 'where the deed names the spouses as joint tenants. . . the propert was in fact held in joint

tenancy.'" Hanf v. Summers (In re Summers), 332 F.3d 1240, 1244 (9th Cir. 2003). That
presumption cannot be rebutted merely by demonstrating that the propert was acquired with

community propert funds. Id.

ii "The character of property as separate or community is determined at the time of its
Grinius), 166 CaL. App. 3d 1179, 1186,212

acquisition." Grinius v. Grinius (In re Marrage of

CaL. Rptr. 803 (4th Dist. Ct. App. 1985).
12 In re Estate of

Mitchell, 76 Cal. App. 4th 1378, 1385,91 CaL. Rptr. 2d 192,197 (4th Dist. Ct.
App. 2000) ("(E)ach spouse's interest in a joint tenancy or a tenancy in common is his or her own
separate property.") Electing to receive propert in joint tenancy does not constitute a

transmutation, even if the propert constituted proceeds of community propert. Summers, 332
F.3d at 1245.

13 In fact, the creditor of one spouse has access to much less than half of the equity in an asset

held in joint tenancy. To determine whether a spouse has an equity in joint tenancy property
which a creditor may seize, one divides the propert value in half and then applies all of the
encumbrances against the debtor spouse's half. Schoenfeld v. Norberg, 11 CaL. App. 3d 755, 766,
90 CaL. Rptr. 47, 54 (1970); Schwaber v. Reed (In re Reed), 940 F.2d 1317, 1322 (9th Cir. 1991)

(Schoenfeld constitutes governng Californa law); Wiget v. Nielsen (In re Nielsen), 197 B.R. 665,
670 (B.AP. 9th Cir. 1996) (same).
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least half the equity in assets, by holding the assets in joint tenancy - can be
'achieved genera1Jy through a grenuptial agreement, or on an asset by asset basis at
the time the asset is acquired. 4

Even if property were originally taken as community property, the couple
had the right thereafter to transmute it into separate property "halves." 15 Separate
property - including transmuted fonner community property - is not liable for the
16

debts of the other spouse, whether incurred before or after marriage.

Transmuting community property into separate property halves leaves creditors of
one spouse in no worse position - and ordinarily a much better positionl? - than if
the property had been taken in joint tenancy from the outset.
The statute provides that any transmutation of community property is
"subject to the laws governing fraudulent transfers."lõ These lavvs require

14 5.

, ee supra note 1 1.

15 CAl. F AM. CODE § 850 provides that "(Mjarred persons may by agreement or transfer, with or

without consideration, do any of the following: (a) Transmute community property to separate
property of either spouse." Kennedy v. Taylor. 155 CaL. App. 3d 126. 129-30, 20I CaL. Rptr. 779,

780-'81 (4th Dist. Ct. App. i 984) ("TJhe informal transmutation is binding on third parties,
including creditors and transferees for value. . . . (W)hen spouses separate and agree 10 divide
their community property, whether by formal written agreement or by informal transmutation,
their contractual obligations as between themselves should be fully enforced. . . ."). Prior to the
enactment of CAL FA\-t. CODE § 850, oral transmutation of community property was pem11ssib!c;
see generally, Kasner. Jerry A., Donative and Interspousal Trani/ers of Community Property in

California: Where ¡eVe Are (Or Should Be) After JfacDonald, 23 PAC L.J. 36 i (1991); but
required "clear and convincing proof;" Weaver v. Weaver, 224 CaI. App. 3d 478, 487, 273 Ca1.
Rptr. 696, 701 (2nd Dis!. Ct. App. 1990).
16 "(PJroperty the spouse received in the division is not liable for a debt incurred by the other

spouse before or during marriage, and the nondcbtor spouse is not personaIly liable unless the debt
was assigned to that spouse in the propert division," 1 I RE. WITKIN, SUM?v(ARY OF CALIFORNIA

LAW, COMMUNITY PROPERTY § 253, at 440 (9th ed. supp. 2004) (emphasis in original). See. Wolf

v. Chenich (iii re Chenich), 87 RR. 101,104-05 (RA.P. 9th Gr. 1988), appeal dismissed, 883
F.2d 1025 (commi,inity property awarded to nondebtor spouse under marital settlement agreement
could not be reached by creditor); BraendJe v. Braendle and Am. Overseas Air freight, Inc., 46
CaI. App. 4th 1037, i 042 (2nd Dist. Ct. App. i 996) (upholding priority of the nondebtor spouse's
rights in former community property over the rights of a creditor of the marital estate).
17

See supra note 13.
i~ CAt. FAIv!. CODE § 851.
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transfers to be made for "reasonably equivalent value" and provide that value is to
be meàsured from the viewpoint of creditors.l9

Obvioiisly, from the perspective of a creditor of one spouse, any
transmutation of community property reduces his recovery: instead of collecting
from the entire universe of community property, he collects only from the
(presumably 50%) smaller universe of community property which has been
transmuted into the debtor spouse's separate property. Until Stickney, however,
no cour held that this inherent consequence of transmutation alone rendered the
transmutation avoidable under the fraudulent transfer laws.

Rather, the courts - including the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeal - consistently held that a transmutation which divided community
property into equal separate property halves did not violate the fraudulent transfer

nature of

Iaw.20 The possibility of such a division was considered inherent in the

19 Although often recited, it is unclear that the phrase "from the viewpoint of creditors" has much

substantive content in this context.. As noted below, from the viewpoint of a creditor of one
spouse, every division of community property reduces his recovery by hal1~ but such divisions
were nonetheless held to afford the parties "reasonably equivalent value". See infra note 20.

Similarly, although acknowledging that the "standpoint of creditors" means "the value exchanged
should result in no diminishment of the estate," the Bankruptcy Appellate Panel for the Ninth
Circuit noted that:
An estate may contain property that cannot be reached by creditors, such as
exempt propert, and it is clear that in the Ninth Circuit a debtor may convert
non-exempt property into exempt property even on the eve of

bankruptcy.

There is no language in either the state statute or the Code to suggest that
the court may disregard the value of property trnsferred to a debtor because it
may not be susceptible to direct attachment and execution.
In re Roosevelt, 176 RR. 200, 208 (RA.P. 9th Cir. 1994). Indeed, while acknowledging that
"'reasonably equivalent value' (mustl be determined from the standpoint of

the creditors" the Nintb

Circuit held that a transfer on. account of a time barred debt - that is, a debt which could not be
enforced against other creditors in, say, a bankruptcy case - nonetheless represented reasonably
equivalent value. In re Prejean, 994 F.2d 706 (9th Cir. 1993). It is submitted that the "vie\vpoint
of creditors" adds litle to the analysis.
20 "To the extent that the value of the community propert awarded to Mrs. Damson was offset by

the value of the community propert awarded to Mr. Damson, the 'transfer' to Mrs. Damson was,
as a matter of law, supported by 'Tàir consideration' (for the purposes of the fraudulent transfer

statute)," Britt v. Damson, 334 F.2d 896, 903 (9th Or. 1964), cat. denied 379 U.S. 966 (1965).
A transfer of "one half of the community propery was supported by 'fair consideration' as a matter
of law." In l'e Chappel, 243 F. Supp. 417 (S.D. Ca1. 1965) (bankruptcy case challenging

prepetition propert settlement): Roosevelt, l76 B.R. at 206 (reciting the established Ninth Circuit
rule that "a bankruptcy trstee may set aside a propert allocation in a divorce decree only to the

extent that the spouse received more. than the debtor."). But see, In re Roosevelt, 2000 WL
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property acquired in the course of a marriage.21 This did not work any real
injusti~e on creditors: a married couple had always becn frce to take property in
joint tenancy from the outset.22 That is, thcy were free from the inception to takc
title as separate property with a right of survivorship; transmutation merely

al10wed them to return to that alternative after an initially improvident choice.n

Perhaps most significantly for present purposes, it was recognized that
members of a marital community were also creditors of each other with respect to
community property?4 This is so because "(t)he respective interests of the
husband and the wife in community property during the continuance of the
marriage relation are present, existing and equal interests. ,,25 Where a spouse
permits "impairment to the (other) spouse's prescnt undivided one-half

interest" in

the community property, he may be held liable.26 The ordinary remedy is to
i 126392 at n.5 (9th Cir. 2000) (stating the foregoing rule and declining to decide its correctness).
21 See. Kenned:¡:, 155 CaL. App. 3d at 129; 201 CaL. Rptr. at 780 ("The issue (is) one of

balancing

the policy of protecting third party contract creditors against the policy of protecting a separated

and noncontracting spouse" from the other spouse's obligations. The noncontracting spouse

wins.).

22 The decision to use community property funds to purchase property which would thereafter be
held in joint tenancy is not subject to the requirements for a marital transmutation; Hanf v.

Summers (In re Summers), 332 F.3d 1240, 1245 (9th Cir. 2003); and hence not explicitly "subject
to the laws governing fraudulent transfers. "
23 In many cases, this is no choice at all, since title companies routincIy vest property transferred

to a i''arried couple "as community property" unless they are specìficaJIy instructed to the
contrary.
24 As explained by the Bankruptcy Appellate Panel for the Ninth Circuit, "(nt is appropriate to

perceive the dissolving spouses as mutual creditors/debtors, because the law requires a fair and
equitable settlement of their claims against the marital res and one another." Roosevelt, 126 B.R.
at 207.

25 CAL. FAM. CODE § 75 i.

26 CAL. FAM. CODE § 1101(a). Although this claim is phrased as one "for any breach of the
tiduciary duty" of the spouse, the succeeding subdivision authorizing an "accounting" and

determination of "the rights of ownership in, the beneficial enjoyment of, or access to, community
property" does not require any "wrongful" act on the part of a spouse. See, CAL. FAM. CODE
§ ll01(b). Note also that the remedy for an "ordinary" "breach of the fiduciary duty by one

spouse. . . shall include. . . an award to the other spouse of 50% of the asset. . . transferred in
breach of the fiduciar duty. .. ;" CAL. FAM. CODE § 1101(g); while a breach of the fiduciary

duty which involves fraud "shaH include. . . an award to the other spouse of 100 percent. . . ,..
suggesting that the "ordinary" "breach of fiduciary duty" contemplated by section 1 101(a) is not
expected to rise to the level of moral turpitude ordinarily associated with other breaches of

fiduciary duties. Note that the legislative history for this provision declares its intent to be to

"promote an equal marital partnership protecting the rights. . . of both parties equaJIy."
11 WITKIN, supra note 16, § 109, at 508 (9th ed. 1990). See, Lister v. Lister, 199 CaL. App. 3d
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require that spouse to reimburse the community for the impairment.27 As case
law makes clear, permitting community property to be applied in payment of a
separate property debt is precisely the sort of "impairment" of the other spouse's
rights which wi1 routìnely result in an order to reimburse the community.28 In

our hypothetical, for example, had the creditor levied upon all of the community
property, the nondebtor spouse should have had a good claim against the debtor
spOLlse for indemnity or contribution, at least to the extent of $50,000.

If it is accepted that spoiises are "mutual debtors/creditors" with respect to
the community property, then one would expect the ordinary debtor/creditor rules
411. 417, 199 CaL. Rptr. 321,325 (2d Dist. Ct. App. 1984) (approving an order requiring the
husband to reimburse the community for community property expended on his separate property
oblìgations, "although the conduct giving rise to husband's obligation was not tortious. . . because
the same equitable princìpJes should nevertheless apply.").

27 Witkin notes that the statute "no longer require( s 1 that there be a suhstantial impaim1ent" of the

interests of the other spouse; i i WITKIN supra note 16, § 108, at 32 i (9th ed. supp. 2004)

(emphasis in original); and speaks of the "usual rule" affording the wife a right "to compel
reimbursement of the community where community property is commingled in some manner with
the husband's separate property," noting as an inconsistency the tàct that where the husband uses

community funds to improve or protect his separate property. the wife may recover the entirety of
those funds. Ii WITKIN, supra, § 119, at516 (9th ed. 1990). See, CAL. FA~i. CODE §2601,
authorizing the court to "award, from a pary's share (of the community estate), the amount the
court determines to have been deliberately misappropriated by the party to the exccusion of the
interest of the other party in the community estate."

'28 "If pròperty in the community estate is applied to satisfy the support obligation (of a spouse

which does not arise out of the current marriage), the community estate is entitled to
reimbursement from the obligor's separate income. . . ;" 1 1 WITKIN. supra note 16, § 253, at 439

(9th ed. supp. 2004). See, Weinberg v. Weinberg, 67 Cal. 2d 557, 563, 432 P.2d 709 (1967)
(requiring "reimbursement from the husband's separate estate when community property has been
used to discharge" the husband's alimony and support obligations from a prior marriage); Walter

v. Walter, 57 Cat App. 3d 802, 806, 129 Cat Rptr. 351 (1st Dist. Ct. App. 1976) ("(T)he
community is entitled to reimbursement if community funds are used to discharge the husband's

separate indebtedness,"); Lister, 152 Cat App. 3d at 416-17, 199 CaL. Rptr. at 324 ("Tlhe
community may be entitled to reimbursement if the husband uses community propert funds to
discharge his separate indebtedness."); see, Jafeman v. Jafeman (In re Marriage of Jateman),
29 CaL. App. 3d 244, 105 Cat Rptr. 483 (1st Dist. Ct. App. 1972) ("(I)f a husband expends
community funds. . . for the improvement of his separate propert, the community is entitled to
reimbursement."); In re Marage ofCzapar, 232 CaL. App. 3d 1308, 1318,285 Cat Rptr. 479, 484
(4th Dist. Ct. App. 1991) (reimbursement for husband's use of community business funds for
personal enjoyment); Vai v. Bank orAm., 56 CaL 2d 329,337, 15 CaL Rptr. 71, 76 (Cat 1961)
(determining that one spouse's claim against the other spouse for breach of the fiduciary duty to
protect and preserve her interest in community property arises prior to the dissolution of the
marrage): Lovell v. Stanifer (In re Stanifer), 236 B.R. 709 (B.A.P. 9th Cir. 1999) (holding
nondischargeable a spouse's claim against the other for violation of his duties to preserve and
protect her interest in the community propery "until such time as the assets and liabilities have
been divided by the parties or by a court").
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to apply. In California, the ffrst creditor to obtain a recovery or a lien wins as

. against other creditors. If, before any other creditor could do so, one
creditor/spouse obtained a recovery on his "present, existing and equal" interest in
the community property, whether by voluntary transfer or court order; that
creditor/spouse would "win" as against a third pary creditor of the debtor/spouse
who had not yet obtained a recovery. The "race of dilgence" is a core attribute of

California's debt collection regime, and applies to all creditors, even
creditor/spouses.

The principles governing the race of diligence are not altered by the close
relationship of the parties or the voluntary nature of the transfer. California law
expressly recognizes the right of a debtor to prefer one creditor over another.29

Prior to Stickney, it was accepted that in the battle between creditor spouses and
third party creditors, creditor/spouses could win if they reached agreement or
obtained an order first (but only to the extent of separating and recovering their
50% interest in the community property).30

Contrary to the suggestion in Sticl;ney, it is clear that the fraudulent
transfer laws cannot be utilized to set aside a mere preference among creditors. A
creditor who receives a recovery on its claim from an insolvent by agreement or
by judicial order - whether the creditor is a spouse or not - does not risk losing
that recovery to another creditor as a matter of fraudulent transfer law. This is so
because the fraudulent transfer laws explicitly find that a transfer on account of an
. antecedent debt is a transfer 'lfor value" and hence not subject to challenge. 31
IlL. The

Path to the Stickney Decision

The foregoing discussion suggests that debtor/creditor law challenges to
transmutations of community propert should arise rarely, and should be limited
to pathological cases in which the nondebtor spouse receives less than his fair
share. Indeed, one district court of appeal ruled that where a division of

29 CAL. Ci v. CODE § 3432; 8 B.E. WITKI, CALIFORNIA PROCEDURE, ENFORCEMENT OF
JUDGMENT § 446, at 446 (4th ed. 1997) ("A payment or security given to one creditor in

preference to another is valid, even though it results in making the debtor insolvent. "); see infra

note 61 (California legislature rejected avoidance of insider preferences contained in the Uniform
Fraudulent Transfer Act).
30 See, e.g., Roosevelt, 1 76 B.R. at 200.

31 Transfers on account of antecedent debts are exempt from avoidance under the fraudulent

conveyance laws. CAL. ccv. CODE § 3439.03 (antecedent debt is value for fraudulent transfer
purposes); see, 1 1 D.S.C. § 548(d)(2)(A).
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community propert was incorporated into a dissolution order by the family law
court, it could not be subjected to subsequent challenge as a frudulent transfer. 32

A number of recent 'decisions, however, have upheld fraudulent transfer
challenges to transmutation agreements and propert divisions.33 Most of
these
decisions relied on "actual fraudulent intent" rather than constructive fraud claims.
and arose in fact patterns which appeared egregious.34 The concern of thes~
cases was most articulately presented in the decisions of the Sixth District Court
of Appeal and thereafter of the California Supreme Cour in AIejía v. Reed,35

which brought the issue to the forefront and set the stage for Sticl:7ley.

In Mejia, the husband became the subject of a paternity ffnding and the
resulting child support obligation arising out of an extramarital affair. His .wife

divorced him, and in a martal separation agreement subsequently incorporated in"
the dissolution decree, the husband received his medical practice and sole liabÜity
for the child support award; the wife received all of the community's rea!

propert. Two years later, the husband's medical practice was closed and he was

destitute. Mejia sought to avoid the division of community property as a
fraudulent transfer, so as to collect on the child support obligation from property
which had been awarded to the wife.

In a thorough analysis, the court of appeal concluded that a marital
property division could be avoided under the fraudulent transfer laws, a
conclusion with which the Supreme Court agreed. Signiffcantly, the court of
appeal also concluded that the existence of "badges of fraud" precluded the
32 Gagan v. Gouyd, 73 Cal. App. 4th 835, 86 Cal. Rptr. 2d 733 (4th Dist. Ct. App. 1999).

33 n(C)Qurts have been increasingly wiling to find that transfers of assets made pursuant to agreed

divorce decrees or martal settlement agreements are subject to being voided under the provisions

of either state or federal fraudulent conveyance law." e.R.nChip" Bowles Jr., Goldilocks.
Bankruptcy and Divorce: Are the Adversarial Relationships Too .Much. Not Enough or Just
Right?, 21 AM. BANKR. INST. J. 20, 22 (June 2002).
34 Stae Bd. of

Equalization v. Woo, 82 Cat App. 4th 481,98 Cat Rptr. 2d 206 (1st Dist. Ct. App,

2000) (Court found transmutation agreement reflected an "actual intent to hinder, delay or
defraud" creditors where the debtor spouse, after becoming the subject of collection efforts,
released his interest in the nondebtor spouse's $500,000 per year salar for little or no

consideration); Sanwa Bank Cat v. Chang, 87 Cat App. 4th 1314, lO5 Cat Rptr. 2d 330, (2nd
Dist. Ct. App. 2001) (debtor spouse's quitclaim ofresidcnce to spotL"iefor no consideration was

avoidable as fraudulent transfer); Seaton Y. Runez, 2001 WL 34608099 (1st Dist. Ct. App. 2001)
(famly residence was transferred to nondebtor spouse in return for "love and affection;" court held
that "both Seatons engaged in actual and constrctive fraud in this transfer").
35 Mejia v. Reed, 97 CaL. App. 4th 277, 118 Cat Rptr. 2d 415, 441 (6th Dist. Ct. App. 2002)

rev'd, 31 CaL. 4th 657, 3 Cat Rptr. 3d 390 (eal. 2003).
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granting of sumary judgment for

'te 'defendant on the "actual fraudulent intent"

claims.' The Supreme Court, however, concluded that the husband was not
insolvent at the time of the propert division (nor rendered insolvent by the

propert division), precluding prosecution of a fraudulent transfer action. As a

result of the decisions in Mejia, cours were invited to evaluate martal propert
divisions in terms of the fraudulent transfer laws, an invitation Distrct Judge
Breyer accepted in Stickney.
iv. The Stickney Facts

The facts and circumstances of the Stickney case were fairly
straightforward. As a result of the foreclosure of some of his separate propert,
Charles Stickney received substantial "phantom income" and thereby incurred a
that tax
year, he and his wife entered into an agreement which transmuted their home into ,,'
very real capital gains tax liability of about $120,000. Before the close of

equal separate propert halves. Charles then contrbuted his half to an irevocable
trst, retainig a life estate.

The court concluded that the community's equity in the home at the
relevant time was approximately $120,000; that is, equal to the amount of
Mr. Stickney's separate tax liability. The transmutation agreement divided that
equity into two equal $60,000 separate property shares - removing Sandra

Stickney's share from the reach of the taxing authority - and Charles' $60,000
sep~rate; propert share was then further complicated by its contribution to an
irrevocable trst subject to the retention of a life estate. When the paper blizzard
lived in their home, unbothered, they hoped, by
the IRS. Against this factual background, one might not be surprised to ffnd a
stopped, Charles and Sandra stil

cour conclude that Charles acted with "actual intent to hinder, defraud or delay"
the IRS.

That conclusion would have made for an uninteresting fact driven
decision, like many'recent decisions.36 Judge Breyer took the case somewhere
else entirely, electing to rule on these issues as matters of law. To some extent, he
was led on by the procedural context: the decision arose out of stipulated facts.
v. Constructive Fraud
Stickney's most striking holding is that, as a matter of law, a marital

transmutation agreement which divides a piece of community propert equally
36 S

ee supra note 34.
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does not yield "reasonably equivafent value," or even "adequate consideration," to
the'spouses individually. As noted above, this conclusion represents a signffcant
departe from the prior body of law on the subject, which consistently found that

an equal division of communty propert assets into constituent separate propert
halves was reasonably equivalent value.37

This holding is critical because it is generally necessar only to prove two
elements in order to avoid a transfer as constructively fraudulent: the transfer

must be made for less than reasonably equivalent value, and the transfer must be

made while the transferor was in ffnancial distress. Since the issue under
discussion arises only where one spouse is in ffnancial distress, the holding that
marital transmutation agreements are always for inadequate consideration means

that marital transmutation agreements are always avoidable as constrctively
fraudulent.

The analysis leading to this holding was somewhat oblique. First, the
cour asserted:

Charles was unable to pay his 1995 tax liabilities as of
January 1996, indicating that the transfer amounted to
substantially all of his assets for which there was no
corresponding monetary consideration, suggesting at the
very least that the consideration was inadequate.38

Whle the reasoning is at least difffcult to follow,39 the contention here
seems to be that nothing of monetary value was given - Charles' receipt of a
separate property one-half interest in the residence is ignored - and that

nonmonetar consideration is no consideration at a1L.40

37

See supra note 20.
38 Stickney v. IRS, 2004 WL 1152848,93 A.F.T.R. 2d 2004-2020, at *3 (N.D. Cal. 2004).

39 It is hard to see why an inability to pay a tax debt "indicates" that a transfer is a transfer of
substantially all assets.
40 Although misplaced. here, there is a real and open issue about whether the debtor spouse

receives reasonably equivalent value when he receives assets which canot be levied or reduced to
cash by creditors. See Roosevelt, 176 B.R. at 208 (division was fair and equitable from a family

law perspective and hence not avoidable as a fraudulent transfer, notwithstanding the fact that the
assets received by the husband - his legal education and his failing medical practice - were not
readily subject to levy or execution); In re Stem, 345 F.3d 1036 (9th Cir. 2003) (conversion of
nonexempt assets into exempt assets may not be avoided as a fraudulent conveyance); see supra
note 19.
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This reading of the opinion seems to be supported by the succeeding

paragraph, in which Judge Breyer ffnds that the only benefft Charles received
from the transmutation agreement was to shield himself from tax liability "by
making himself insolvent, and ensuring that his wife would be able to maintain
,,41 The Stickney
decision concludes that transaction no doubt generated "good wil" on the par of
the property so that they both could continue to live in it.

Sandra Stickney, but that the good wiii could not be considered for these puroses

because it was "actually the benefft one receives from a fraudulent conveyance of
an asset, namely protecting it from collection by creditors.,,42

With one exception, the Stickney Court entirely ignores the stated and
actual benefit Charles received under the transmutation agreement - one-half of
the residence to be held by Charles as his separate propert - insisting instead that
the only consideration Charles received was his wife's goodwill.43 The Stickney
Court considered what Charles actually received only in the context of Charles' ..

subsequent conduct - contributing his separate propert interest to a trust and
retaining only a life estate in the asset. - .and asserted that this contribution

constituted "further evidence of the lack of consideration (for the transmutation
agreement) because Charles only retained a IS-year interest in the propert.,,44
On the contrary, as an analytical matter Charles' subsequent transfer of his interest
in the propert does not provide any "evidence" about whether the division in the

transmutation agreement was fair in the ffrst place. 45

.As discussed above, the Court's holding - contrary to consistent prior case
law46 - that a transmutation agreement which divided community propert into
41 Stžc!aey, 2004 WL 1152848, at *3.
42 ¡d.
43 ¡d.

44 !d.

45 Charles' subsequent transfer of his half interest into the trst appears to have exercised Judge
Breyer, tainting his views regarding both transactions. In fact, however, there were two separate
transactions, and the second transaction (his contrbution of his half interest to the trst) seems
clearly avoidable as a fraudulent transfer on straightforward constructive
. time of the second transfer, Charles was

fraud grounds. At the

clearly insolvent, owing the IRS approximately $120,000

.ànd owning'little more'than a $60,000 halfínterest in the home, and the transfer of that propert

interest to the trst was explicitly for no consideration at alL. So, clearly it was not for reasonably
equivalent value. While the subsequent transfer clearly affected the cour's reaction, and provided
additional support for the inference of an "actual fraudulent intent," analytically it provided no
information at all about whether the prior marital transmutation was for "reasonably equivalent
value" (or, as the court phrased it, for "adequate consideration").
46 See supra note 20.
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equal and identical separate propert halves did not afford the parties equivalent
value seems based more on a wilful refusal to address the transaction on its
merits than an analysis.

It is only in the succeeding paragraph of the court's decision that some
insight into the court's reasoning is presented:
Under California community propert law, the interests of
both spouses in the community may be taken to satisfy the
separate debts of one spouse. California Family Code
§ 910. Thus, prior to the transmutation of the propert, the
IRS could have seized and foreclosed upon the entire

propert in satisfaction of Charles' tax liability. In other
words, Sandra's interest in the property was also

encumbered due to the tax liability of her husband, and any
effort

to tr to shield assets from collection was an effort to

defraud the governent. She is not entitled to a one-half
undivided interest in the propert free and clear of her
husband's tax liability. Instead, her one-half interest in the
community was just as encumbered as her husband's under
California's communty propert laws.47

Note the striking use of the word "encumbered," twice. Clearly,
Judge Breyer. is not referrng to the concept of "encumbering" an asset in the
ordinary legal sense. That tye of encumbrance - the creation of an enforceable
lien _ requires formalities48 and has consequences on third parties,49 neither of

which could be applicable here: assessment is a prerequisite to the creation of a
federal tax lien50 and because no tax retu was then due or ffled, the IRS had not

47 Stickney, 2004 WL 1152848, at *4.

48 Just as an ordinary debt becomes a generally enforceable encumbrance through the filing of a
UCC-1 or the recordation of a deed of trst, a tax debt becomes an encumbrance through the fiing
of a federal tax lien, which must be fied with the Secretar of State like a UCC-1 for business
entity taxpayers, and recorded in the county recorder's offce for individual taxpayers. 26 U.S.c.
§ 6323(£)(1); Michael St. James, Federal Tax Liens - Making Bankrptcy Attractive to Creditors,
46 Bus. LAWYR 157, 158 (1990).
49 As with other liens, buyers of assets encumbered by a tax lien take the assets subject to the tax

lien unless they fall within a statutory safe harbor. See generally, St. James, supra note 48 at
161-62.

50 The tax lien does not even "attach" until it has been assessed and can only be pedected through

a formal filing thereafter. ¡d. at 158.
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assessed the taxes at issue at 'the time of the transmutation agreement. 51 Thus,

-Sandra's one-half interest in the community's property clearly was no t
encumbered by Charles' tax debt at the time of the transmutation agreement, if
"encumber" is given its ordinary legal meanig.

Instead, Judge Breyer appears to be using the word "encumber" in an
exclusively colloquial sense. One infers that as an analytical matter, he views the

members of the marital community as though they were shareholders in a
corporation, whose right to a distribution on account of their equity interests is
inherently and necessarily inferior to the rights of creditors, even of creditors
whose claims have not yet been liquidated. It is only by viewing the spouses as
though they were mere shareholders in the marital community that it makes sense
to talk of the community property as being impressed by an inherent

"encumbrance" in favor of creditors whose claims have not even been liquidatea~

but whose entitlement is nonetheless necessarily superior to the rights of the
spouses.

. For example, assume that an employee of a ffnancially marginal
corporation commits some heinous act in the course and scope of his duties, such

that it is clear that some day a massive judgment wil be entered against the
corporation, far in excess of its ability to pay. Were the corporation to liquidate
its assets the next day and distribute the proceeds to its shareholders as a dividend,

that would clearly constitute an avoidable fraudulent transfer, because the
,corporation is insolvent in fact and does not receive reasonably equivalent value
(or any value) in retu for distributing the dividend. In these circumstances it

might be said, at least colloquially, that the interest of the shareholders in the
corporation and its assets is "encumbered" by the nascent tort claim.
Judge Breyer's analysis implies that members of a marital community are no more
than equity holders in the venture, whose rights must always be subordinated to
the rights of creditors. In this sense, Judge Breyer can assert that once a debt that
cannot be paid has been incurred, the marital community's assets are

"encumbered" in favor ofthe creditor, not in a strct legal sense but in a colloquial
sense, because the claims of the nascent creditor are inhere::tly superior to the
interests of

the equity holder.

51 The capital gain was triggered in 1995; the transmutation agreement was entered into in 1995;

and the tax return was not fied until 1996. The cour engaged in an "actual fraud" analysis
explicitly in order to avoid determining "whether the IRS was a present or futue creditor" at the
time of

the transmutation. Stickney, 2004 WL 1152848, at *2. But see infra, note 58.
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It is submitted that Judge Breyer's ~alysis misconstrues California family
law. Contrary to Judge Breyer's suggestion, nothing about marrage necessarily

implies the subjection of all propert acquired during the course of the marrage
to the claims of creditors of either spouse. Property may freely be acquired

during the marrage in joint tenancy, and as so acquired, only an undivided
one-half interest is subject to the claims of the creditors of one spouse.52 The
that as a matter of policy all propert acquired by a marred couple durng
the pendency of their mariage must be subjected to the claims of either spouse's
creditors is simply incorrect.
premise'

Likewise, if a couple were to engage in a marital dissolution, the
dissolution court could award one spouse an interest in the formerly community
propert free and clear of the claims of the other spouse's separate creditors, and
that award could be enforced against the creditors.53 This is so because when

spouses elect to receive propert as community propert, they become each
other's creditors with respect to that propert, entitled to demand their share of
community assets free of

the other spouse's rights and separate obligations.54

Stickney's analysis is unduly limited and unidimensionaL. Married
individuals are not simply shareholders in a martal "corporation," never entitled

to anything except the residue after every creditor of either spouse has been
satisffed. They are also mutual debtors/creditors, with "present, existing and
equ,\l" interests in the community propert, each entitled to protection for his

equal ownèrship interest in the property.55 Community propert which is
dissipated in payment of a separate propert debt or used to protect a separate
propert asset must be reimbursed or directly repaid to the nondebtor spouse,56
principles which are wholly inconsistent with Judge Breyer's "spouses as

shareholders" model, but completely consistent with the intention of the
legislatue in enacting the Family Code.

Prior to Stickney, it was possible for a married couple using a
transmutation agreement to restore themselves to the position they could have
occupied had they from the outset taken the propert they acquired during their
marriage in joint tenancy, or to obtain the beneffts of a dissolution decree

52
53

54
55

56

See supra note 10.
See supra note 16.

See supra note 26.
See supra notes 27-28.

See supra notes 26-28.
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separating community propert into,separate property halves without actually
terminating their marage.

If the Stickney decision stands, however, transmutation as a means of
preserving a marrage while protecting one spouse from another spouse's debts
wil come to an end. If the equal division of community propert into separate
property halves is, as Judge Breyer asserts, always a transfer for inadequate

consideration - and hence always for less than "reasonably equivalent
value" - every transmutation or propert division which takes place while one
spouse is unable to pay all of his debts should be voidable as a constructive

fraudulent transfer.
VI. Actual Fraudulent Intent

District Judge Breyer began his analysis by noting that the fraudulent

transfer statute permitted the avoidance of transfers on two different bases:

transfers made with "actual fraudulent intent" and transfers which are
constructively fraudulent. Although case law following Stickney will likely focus
on constructive fraud, Judge Breyer addressed the "actual fraudulent intent"

alternative, apparently because there was doubt about whether the IRS was a
creditor at the time of the transfer57 and Judge Breyer concluded that "the standard
for constructive fraud only applies where there are present creditors. ,,58

Judge Breyer looked to the existence of "badges of fraud" from which to
infer 'aètual fraudulent intent, "since the determinative signals of intent usually
reside exclusively in the mind of the debtor. ,,59 While resort to a "badges of
fraud" analysis is often natural from the perspective of debtor/creditor laws,6o

57 S

ee supra note 51.

58 But see, CAL. Civ. CODE § 3439.04 which permts avoidance, "whether the creditor's claim

arose before or after the transfer was made," on a constructive fraud basis where the transferor
"intended to incur, or believed or reasonably should have believed that he or she would incur,
debts beyond his or her ability to pay as they became due." If, as Judge Breyer posits, the IRS was
not a creditor at the time of the transmutation agreement (i.e., the IRS's "claim arose. . . after the
transfer was made"), certainly when they entered into the transmutation agreement (after the
foreclosure which resulted in the tax) Charles and Sandra "reasonably should have believed that he
or she would incur (the tax) debt (and it would be) beyond his or her ability to pay as (it) became
due."
59 Stickney, 2004 WL i 152848, at *2 (citations omitted).

60 The Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act contains a list of factors, or "badges of fraud," indicative
of actual intent to defraud. "Cours have relied on badges of fraud to 'identify fact patterns from

which fraud could be constred' since the time of the English common law." See Sandra E.
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there are signiffcant questions about whether it should be applied in this family
law context,61 discussed further below.

Signiffcantly for present puroses, all but one of the "badges of fraud" on
which Judge Breyer relied will be present every time a marital transmutation is
motivated by the existence of concerns about the solvency of one spouse. The
"badges of fraud" to which Judge Breyer looked were:
(l) a transfer made shortly before or after a substantial

debt is incured;
(2) a close relationship between the transferor and the

transferee, particularly a family relationship;
(3) a lack of, or inadequate consideration;
(4) the transfer by the transferor of substantially all of

his or her assets, leaving nothing or insufffcient assets to
satisfy creditors; and
(5) the retention of the transferor of some interest in, or

control over, the propert transferred.

The ffrst qadge will be present in every case in which the impetus for a
marital. transmutation is the perception that one spouse may have (separately)
incured debts which render him insolvent. By definition, a family relationship
Mayerson et aI., Four Centuries of Fraudulent Conveyance Law In Forty Minutes: Its Continuing
Development And Application, 652 P.L.I.Comm. 31, 33 (1993). In re Serrato (Decker v.
Voisenat), 214 B.R. 219, 230 n.7 (Bank. N.D. CaL. 1997) (Relying on an application of the
"badges of fraud" to avoid as the product of actual fraudulent intent the transfer of propert by an
insolvent to her son.).

61 Signficantly, Witkin notes that there are only two "Principal Differences Between California
Statute and Uniform (Fraudulent Transfer) Act," both of which would appear to militate against
applying a badges of fraud analysis here.

First, "The Uniform Act, but not the California statute, adds a new category of fraudulent
transfer: A preferential transfer by an insolvent insider to a creditor who has reason to believe the

debtor to be insolvent The new category is based on the premise that an insolvent debtor is
obligated to pay debts to unrelated creditors before paying insiders." This remedy, which the
Caliorna Legislatue explicitly rejected, is recreated by the Stickney decision.
Second, "The Uniform Act, but not the Californa statute, sets fort facts (i.e., the "badges of

fraud") that may be considered in determining whether a transfer was made with actual intent to
defraud." 8 WITK, supra note 29, § 460, at 461. Giving effect to the legislature's decision to

reject these two provisions of the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act would militate against
applyig a "badges of fraud" analysis to martal propert divisions.
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(the second badge) wil always be present in every marital transmutation. As
discussed above, Judge Breyer found that a marital transmutation always provides

"inadequate consideration" (the third badge). Judge Breyer concluded that the
transfer of 50% of the community propert assets to the other spouse necessarly
constitutes a transfer of "substantially all assets" (the fourth badge).62 If the
spouses adopt the most conservative approach, only dividing propert into equal

separate propert halves63 (instead of then trading the halves so that each receives

ownership as separate propert of the entirety of different assets), the ffft badge
wil always be present as weii.64

Since badges of fraud only support an inference of actual fraudulent intent,

"the Court need not conclusively find each badge listed above in order to
conclude that actual fraud existed.,,65 Based on Judge Breyer's analysis, at least
four out of ffve badges of fraud wil be present in every case in which a maritàl
transmutation agreement arises in response to concerns about the solvency of a
spouse, and hence on his analysis all such transmutation agreements will
apparently be the product of" actual fraudulent intent."

It is submitted that applying a "badges of fraud" analysis to this question
proves too much. As presented above, the analysis almost inevitably "proves"

actual fraudulent intent in every case, and wholly fails to take into account the
important policy considerations which render the possibility of a division of

62

See supra note 28.

63 As occurred in Stickney.

64 Compare, e.g., Roosevelt, in which the husband received as his separate propert through a
transmutation agreement his legal education and his failing medical practice and the wife received
as her separate propert the family home and other assets which could be liquidated. Applying a

family law standard, the Bankptcy Appellate Panel concluded that the division was fair and
equitable and hence not avoidable as a fraudulent transfer, even though what the husband received

might not be subject to attachment and execution. Roosevelt, 176 B.R. at 208; but see supra
note 40. Likewise, in Mejia, the husband received as his separate propert his medical practice

and the wife received the real propert. The district cour of appeal found the determination of

"reasonably equivalent value" to be a question of fact, not resolvable on summary judgment.

Mejia v. Reed, 97 CaL. App. 4th 277, 118 CaL. Rptr. 2d 415 (6th Dist. Ct. App. 2002), rev'd on
other grounds, 31 CaL. 4th 657, 3 CaL. Rptr. 3d 390 (CaL. 2003).

65 Stickney, 2004 WL 1152848, at *3.
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c~mmunity propert appropriate as a" matter of family law. For this reason, the
state courts have cautioned against giving undue weight to the mere existence of
one or more badges of

fraud in the marital dissolution context.66

Indeed, instructive in this regard is the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal's
treatment of a comparable issue: whether a debtor's intentional conversion of

nonexempt assets into exempt assets on the eve of bankptcy can be avoided as a

fraudulent transfer. The long standing rule in the Ninth Circuit is that such
conversions are permissible. When presented with a similar "badges of fraud"
analysis that "proved" that the conversion was the product of "actual fraudulent

intent," the Ninth Circuit simply rejected the applicability of a "badges of fraud"
analysis to the matter at hand, noting that such an analysis would apply with equal
force to proscribe conversions of nonexempt propert to exempt propert in every

case.67 Applying the "badges of fraud" to marital property divisions, like'
applying them to the conversion of nonexempt to exempt assets, results in
avoidance in every case and hence adds nothing to the analysis. It is submitted
that Judge Breyer's approach to actual fraudulent intent was as flawed as his
approach to constructive fraud.
VII. Conclusion

The Stickney decision seemingly applied ordinary principles of fraudulent
transfer law to a marital transmutation agreement - as expressly authorized by the
transmutation statute - to avoid a transfer which on its face was designed to evade
a creditor's grasp. Unfortnately, it did so without much sensitivity to the family
law context, and thereby altered and expanded the law in apparently il considered
ways.
Incorrectly viewing itself as limited to an "actual fraudulent intent"

analysis, the Stickney court applied a "badges of fraud" analysis so broad as to
render virtally every intramarital transfer the product of "actual fraudulent

intent." Ignoring the caution with which both the state courts and the Ninth

Circuit approached the use of a "badges of fraud" analysis in these types of
circumstances, Stickney proscribed as "actually fraudulent" every effort of one

66 Mejia v. Reed, 97 C~l. App. 4th 277, 118 CaL. Rptr. 2d 415, '440 (6th Dist. Ct. App. 2002)

(noting that marital propert divisions wil always be between insiders, and may be driven by
issues like prospective income allocation rather than a mere balance sheet asset division), rev'd on
other grounds, 31 CaL. 4th 657, 3 CaL. Rptr. 3d 390, (CaL. 2003); see supra note 54.

67 In re Stern, 345 F.3d 1036, 1044 (9th Cir. 2003), citing with approval Wudrick v. Clements,
451

F.2d988

(9thCir.

1971).
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membe! of a marital community tò protect himself from the other's separately
incurred debts.

More fundamentally, Stickney's core holding - that separating community

property into equal separate property halves is never a transfer for "fair
consideration," let alone "reasonably equivalent value" - replaces family law's

fuller and more nuanced approach to the inter-relationship of a marred couple
with an overly simpliffed unidimensional approach in which third part creditors
always prevaiL.

There is no suggestion that the Stickney court weighed the breadth of its
holding and its policy consequences. For example, following Stickney, couples

must divorce, if the nondebtor spouse hopes to preserve his share of the marital
community. What policy could that rule advance?

Following the California Supreme Court's Mejia ruling, marital
transmutation agreements and propert divisions will be scrutinized against the
measure of the fraudulent conveyance laws. At the same time, they should also
'be considered in the context of California family law and some of its core
principles. First, married individuals are not required to acquire property as

tenants and may

community propert, but may freely acquire propert as joint

subsequently transmute or divide community propert into separate propert

halves. The legitimate expectation of a creditor of one spouse is to reach that
spouse:s share of the propert acquired durng the marrage, not all of it. Second,
marred individuals are not mere equity holders in the marital community, but are
mutual debtors/creditors, and their rights against each other with respect to the
community propert are entitled to enforcement much like other debtor/creditor
relationships.
It is to be hoped that future decisions evaluate marital propert divisions in
the family law context, seriously weighing the legitimate rights and expectations
of the creditor and of the spouses, rather than adopting the facile avoidance of all
marital propert divisions proposed by Stickney.
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